NEWSLETTER
Issue 3 – June 8th 2019
Editor Geoff McGladdery – herefordvmcc@outlook.com
Welcome to issue 3 of the event newsletter. It is sent only
to those who have previously entered, those who have
expressed an interest in entering and event supporters. If
you don’t wish to receive emails from us, please let me
know and I will remove you from the mailing list
immediately.

LOCATION SCHEDULE & NOTES
You should have received your “Waypoint Location
schedule” and the “Guidance Notes” with this
Newsletter. If you did not receive them or you have
any questions, please contact Geoff McGladdery
at the email address above or by phone on 07588
559698.

DMM co-ordinates (degrees and decimal minutes).
These are expressions of latitude and longitude and
are the most accurate of the descriptions. They can
be used in “Google Maps”, “Google Earth” and
many satnavs.
Descriptions – you will not be able to identify the
waypoints by these alone. They are there to provide
you with comfort and confirmation. If the
description really doesn’t support your map
reference or DMM co-ordinate, then you are
probably in the wrong place!
SATNAVS (including mobile Apps) - You are
welcome to use a Satnav. The latest versions allow
whole routes to be programmed in. Be sure you
have a suitable power source and that you have a
“weatherproof” unit, although, of course, it will not
rain this year! If you are considering a mounting
system for your Satnav, you might like to look at the
RAM range of products. I can highly recommend
this phone holder, it has served me well in tough
conditions for several years.

Not the only way to plan the best route, but they will
definitely make your planning more effective and
help you to find the best roads. If you intend to
achieve Gold standard, you will need the following
maps 137, 148, 149, 150, 161 and 162.
To make the event as affordable as possible, we’ve
negotiated an additional 5% discount for section
members and for entrants to “Herefordshire on the
Edge” with Dash 4 it - the “on-line” map seller.

PLANNING YOUR ROUTE
There is no right, or indeed wrong, way to plan and
follow the route, but the better prepared you are,
the more enjoyable the day will be and the more
“Waypoints” you will reach. We identify the
“Waypoints” in 4 different ways. You may use any or
any combination of these to locate the waypoints.
Ordnance Survey Grid References – 6 figure grid
references. These can only be expected to place
you in a 100 metre square. They have been plotted
from 1:50,000 Landranger series maps.
Postcodes – These can range in accuracy from very
precise to very imprecise, particularly in rural areas.
In open country it is not unusual for the postcode to
be several hundred yards from the waypoint. So
treat postcode locations with caution.

1:50,000 ORDNANCE SURVEY MAPS

Simply use code VMCC at checkout which will
automatically take the 5% off. https://dash4it.co.uk/

FOLLOWING YOUR ROUTE
Tank bags with “see-thru” panels are simple and
effective, or you might like to try a “ROUTE ROLLER”
or “ROUTE HOLDER”. Simple to use – A4 sheets just
slip between the clear plastic sleeves to provide
reasonable weather protection

Perhaps the easiest and most popular way of
navigating the route is to follow someone who has
done all the hard work and knows exactly where
they are going! A perfectly legitimate method, but
if you are riding in groups, please try to keep them
small – we would recommend 5 as a maximum.

You will also receive your codeboard checksheet,
on which you record the details of the codeboards
you have visited. Instructions on how to fill them in
will be on display at the start and if you’re still not
sure, just ask. It would be a good idea to have a
plastic bag to keep these in and a pencil is still the
most reliable way of completing them.

START AND FINISH

They clip to 7/8” or 1” bars and are easy to take on
and off the bike. Available for £19.50 inc. P&P by
following this link.
https://www.classicmagazines.co.uk/product/74/r
oute-holder
Three times Gold medal winner John Munday uses
laminated OS map sections, enlarged to make
them easy to read. He fabricated this little lectern
arrangement from bits and pieces he found in his
shed and some handlebar “mirror mounts” found
on eBay. I do like a bit of “Shed Art”.

You can choose to start at either the Lion at
Leintwardine or the Travellers Rest at Ross-on-Wye,
but you must finish at the same point to qualify for
an award. If you have changed your mind about
your start/finish point, please inform us as soon as
possible. The start/finish points will be open for
signing on between 08:00 and 10:30 and will open
for finishers between 16:00 and 18:00. You may start
no earlier than 08:30 and finish at any time the
control is open. Food is available at both starts, but
you would be advised to book if you want a “Full
English”.
When you sign on you will receive two event
stickers. Please ensure that they are attached to
your bike at all times during the event. They are “low
tack” and should not damage your paintwork.

AWARDS
Awards will be presented when you finish.
To qualify for a BRONZE you must visit 10 waypoints
in addition to the Cardinal points.
For a SILVER you must visit 16 points in addition to the
Cardinal points.
For a GOLD you must visit 22 points in addition to the
Cardinal points.
Other than personal satisfaction, there is no award
for visiting all 30 points.

Kentchurch Estates who have given us special
permission to set up “Ragged Edge” waypoints on
their roads. Please ride with special care and
consideration on these roads, we would like to be
invited back next year! Kentchurch Court even has
a “tea-room” which you would be welcome to use.

to do some exploration in this wonderful old Border
Town.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Adie Turford of Adie’s Photography will be at the
event, taking pictures for the event report and for
future PR. You will be able to buy pictures of you
and your splendid machine via his website.
https://www.adiesphotography.co.uk/

SUPPORTERS AND SPECTATORS

RAGGED EDGE RIBBONS
If you wish to qualify for a “Ragged Edge” ribbon,
you must visit all 4 “Ragged Edge” waypoints listed
in the schedule. You can win a “Ragged Edge”
ribbon at Gold, Silver or Bronze level.
You will find the Ragged Edge waypoints far more
enjoyable than last year, but also more challenging.
They are sited on much longer tracks. All four
“Ragged Edge” tracks are at least 1km long - the
Ridgeway at Eastnor castle is almost 4 km. They are
not technical and all are passable on road tyres on
a range of bikes and have been ridden in the wet.

We would like to thank the Downton, Eastnor and

You can be assured that the 4th “Ragged Edge”
track, in the hills to the North of Hay is an undisputed
public right of way.

If you have any doubt about your machine or your
skills – then we suggest you don’t attempt to win a
“Ragged Edge”ribbon.
We have moved the location of the Cardinal Point
West in Hay-on-Wye. You wll find it at Café Hay, right
alongside the Oxford Road Car Park. This is a Pay
Car park, but there are plenty of spaces and it gives
those of you who are planning a more liesurely day

Spectators and supporters are most welcome, but
they will not be able to ride/drive the Estate roads
of Downton, Eastnor or Kentchurch, these are for
entrants only. We would also stress that you should
not use your supporters as your navigators.
If you want to see most of the bikes, The Lion at
Leintwardine, with its excellent food and its beautiul
riverside location would be an excellent choice. The
top Bar is reserved for Herefordshire on the Edge
and a special lunch menu is available. Many
entrants choose to take lunch here and you are
welcome to join them. If you would prefer a full
traditional Sunday Lunch, we suggest you book
directly with the Lion. Tel 01547 540203

BIKES AND ENTRANTS
It seems likely that we will exceed last year’s total of
76 entries, but we will probably not make our target
of 100. Average age of the bikes entered is 53, but
let’s hear it for the riders of the 14 pre-WW2
machines that are entered – the oldest of which is

Steve Sumner’s 1926 BSA. Don’t be fooled into
thinking these are just museum pieces, as last year 2
gold medals were achieved on bikes of this era. We
like the look of Bob and Josie Ashwin’s mighty ’36
AJS “Vee”-twin Commercial, one of only three 3wheelers entered to date.

Pardoe’s ’81 Montesa Cota 349, the only Spanish
bike ever to enter the event – Lots of standing up
methinks…………..

joining the VMCC on the day will have their nonmember’s entry premium refunded.

St MICHAELS’S HOSPICE
We encourage everyone who enters Herefordshire
on the Edge 2019 to raise funds for St Michael’s
Hospice, There will be collection boxes at the start
and finish, but there are many other ways you can
donate. Please take time to look at their website.
https://www.st-michaels-hospice.org.uk/
As for countries of origin, the 32 British bikes
comfortably outnumber the 22 Japanese machines
entered, but with a total of 8, Honda is the most
popular marque, closely followed by BSA and
Triumph. Not a single scooter, step-thru or moped in
sight………..what a shame.
Mike Coxon’s ’92 Yamaha Serrow is probably the
ideal bike for the event, light, reliable and easy to
ride.

ITS NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER
If all this gets you excited, it’s not too late to enter.
Entries will be accepted at the normal rate up until
midnight on Friday June 21st .After that until 10:30 on
the day of the event. (A premium of £5 per machine
will be levied) To request event regulations and
entry forms, just email herefordvmcc@outlook.com
You can pay by cash, cheque, PayPal or bank
transfer and you may send your form electronically
– If you don’t have a scanner, just take a picture on
your phone.

VMCC MEMBERSHIP

We’re not sure the same can be said of Neil

“Herefordshire on the Edge 2019” is organised by
the Herefordshire section of the VMCC and would
normally be limited to VMCC members only. Nonmembers are invited to take part in order to see at
first-hand what the VMCC is all about. Anyone

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC
Herefordshire section. Feel free to post to it. If you
post stuff on your own Facebook page, please
remember to link it to ours. If you’re not sure how to
do it - ask your grandkids!

